
UNice Hair Offers Exclusive
Offers To Mobile App Users

As one of the most renowned human hair wigs and hair
bundles online retailers, UNice Hair is dedicated to offering
high-quality human hair products and services to customers.
To help customers enjoy a better shopping experience, UNice
hair now has UNice App available on Google Play And Apple
App Store for UNice shoppers to download.

UNice App is designed to help the customer get their UNice
wigs with a smooth online shopping experience. With a
detailed product display in the pocket store, customers can
browse hundreds of fabulous human hair wigs with different
textures, colors, and cap designs. And shoppers can see the
real customers’ reviews in the app to get to know the
authentic user experience of real customers.

As part of efforts to provide a customer-oriented service, the
UNice Hair website and UNice Hair app launched the Plus Vip
service to help customers save more with their orders. PLUS
VIP customers can pay $29 to get an extra 5% off and enjoy
overnight shipping service to get wigs in 2 days. And UNice
app provides online customer service to help customers shop
wisely and nicely.

Customers can also enjoy UNice Buy Now Pay Later service in-
app. UNice hair app supports PayPal, Afterpay, ZIP Quadpay,
Klarna, etc to help customers split their payment in 4 interest-
free.

UNice Hair is dedicated to providing customers with the best
human hair products, including HD lace wigs, lace front wigs,
v part wigs, hair bundles, etc. UNice Hair believes in the
power of a customer-oriented mindset. With the efforts of
upgrading the website and app, and launching newly designed
wigs with more colors and easier installation methods, UNice
Hair listens and reacts to the needs of customers. To find out
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more information, you can visit UNice Hair Official Website:
www.unice.com/

Press release distributed by Media Pigeon on behalf of Pressat,
on Sep 23, 2022. For more information subscribe and   follow
us.
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